Functional and molecular characterization of human monoclonal antibody reactive with the immunodominant region of HIV type 1 glycoprotein 41.
The immunoreactivity, functional activity, and molecular features of a human monoclonal antibody (HMAb), F240, from an HIV-1-infected individual have been studied. Flow cytometric analysis demonstrated that F240 is reactive with cells infected with a broad range of laboratory isolates but not with uninfected cells. Reactivity of F240 is greatly enhanced by preincubation of infected cells with soluble CD4, and to a much lesser extent, with F105, an HMAb reactive with the CD4-binding site of gp120. This enhancement is temperature dependent, with maximum enhancement observed at 37 degrees C, and suggests that the F240 epitope may be more accessible after gp120 has bound to CD4 in vivo. Immunoblot analysis reveals antigen specificity of F240 for gp41 or its precursor gp160. F240 specificity is mapped to the immunodominant region of the gp41 ectodomain by Pepscan analysis. This epitope has been implicated in eliciting nonprotective antibodies that enhance infection in the presence of complement. Consistent with this, F240 failed to neutralize laboratory isolates and enhanced viral infection in a complement-dependent manner. The F240 VH demonstrates extensive somatic mutations compared with the product of its closest homologous germline gene VH3-3.11. Most amino acid substitutions occur in CDR2, characteristic of an antigen-driven response, and in FR3, a phenomenon observed in other anti-HIV-1 envelope HMAbs. Primary structure analysis of the F240 heavy chain revealed strong homology in the CDR domains to an HMAb (3D6) reactive with the same gp41 region, which suggests that these HMAbs could define a potential human antibody clonotype.